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ABSTRACT: By combining pressures up to 50 GPa and temperatures of 1200 K, we synthesize
the novel barium hydride, Ba8H46, stable down to 27 GPa. We use Raman spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction, and first-principles calculations to determine that this compound adopts a highly
symmetric ̅Pm n3 structure with an unusual 53

4
:1 hydrogen-to-barium ratio. This singular

stoichiometry corresponds to the well-defined type-I clathrate geometry. This clathrate consists
of a Weaire−Phelan hydrogen structure with the barium atoms forming a topologically close-
packed phase. In particular, the structure is formed by H20 and H24 clathrate cages showing
substantially weakened H−H interactions. Density functional theory (DFT) demonstrates that
cubic ̅Pm n3 Ba8H46 requires dynamical effects to stabilize the H20 and H24 clathrate cages.

S trongly electropositive elements can readily donate
electrons (E → E+ + e−) into antibonding orbitals of

molecular hydrogen (H2), weakening the H−H covalent bond.
It has been proposed that the combination of electropositive
elements and high pressures should promote the dissociation
of molecular H2 at lower pressures than in pure H2, often
referred to as chemical precompression.1−9 Despite being
proposed in 2004,1 it is only in recent years that an abundance
of new hydrogen-bearing systems have been uncovered,
exhibiting superconductivity with high critical temperatures,
albeit at ultrahigh pressures.10−12

The alkaline and alkaline-earth metals are exemplary
electropositive elements and can readily donate electrons to
occupy the antibonding state (σ*) of molecular hydrogen.
Early structural searches in the calcium hydrogen system (Ca−
H) predicted the formation of the hexhahydride CaH6 (space
group ̅I m43 ) based on a body-centered cubic (bcc) Ca lattice.
Within this system the Ca atoms are enclathrated by hydrogen
cages interlinked, forming H4 units as building blocks of a
three-dimensional sodalite-like framework. The hydrogen
cages would present H−H distances significantly longer than
those of molecular hydrogen.3,13,14 Subsequent theoretical
works predicted similar structural motifs in the rare-earth metal
hydrides YH6 (stable above 300 GPa) and LaH10 (stable above
200 GPa).15,16 From the theoretical predictions, hydrogen
clathrate cages are motifs promoting superconducting proper-
ties.17,18

Clathrate cages appear in many diverse materials such as
ices19,20 or silicon-based structures.21−23 In particular, hydro-
gen clathrates became relevant with the synthesis of LaH10
with H32 cages,24,25 and LaH10 is claimed to possess a
superconducting critical temperature (Tc) between 250 and

260 K at around 200 GPa.10,11,24 However, despite laying claim
to the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity, this
study along with other recent discoveries of other hydrogen-
bearing systems with high Tc

12 suffer from another
thermodynamic parameter, namely, pressure. These new
hydrogen-bearing materials require pressures in excess of
150 GPa for synthesis, a significant challenge to becoming
technologically relevant. Therefore, to achieve the ultimate
goal of applicable room pressures and temperatures, one needs
first to find a pathway to nonmolecular hydrides at conditions
closer to the ambient.
Electropositive elements at high pressure have been

predicted to form highly symmetric hydrogen clathrates.1−9,26

Some alkaline and alkaline-earth elements form type-I
clathrates structures with silicon (Si) with low-temperature
superconducting properties.22,23 However, these clathrates
have not yet been seen in its hydrogen analogue, neither
experimentally nor theoretically, so the effect of hydrogen
substitution is yet to be explored.5,7,27 The pressures at which
the alkaline-earth polyhydrides stabilize correlate with their
ionization potentials.8 Thus, electropositive elements are ideal
to search for clathrate-based structures. Beryllium (Be) and H2
form Be4H8(H2)2 crystallizing in a P63/mmc structure which
consists of corner-sharing BeH4 tetrahedra and H2 molecules
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occupying an interstitial site.28 Magnesium (Mg), less
electropositive than Ca, was predicted to form MgH6 with
the same sodalite-type structure as CaH6 at higher pressures of
300 GPa.29 The heavier alkaline-earth hydrides form with
strontium (Sr) and barium (Ba), i.e., SrH6 and BaH6, at 150
and 50 GPa, respectively.5,6 However, the most favored
structures for both did not resemble any clathrate-like
structure.5,6 In fact, BaH12 was recently synthesized at 90
GPa, whose structure is characterized by H2,

−H3 units, and H12

chains with a Tc of 8−20 K.5,27

We explore the formation of highly symmetric hydrogen
cages with barium atoms as the host, combining X-ray
diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, density functional
theory (DFT), and ab initio molecular dynamics. Heating Ba or
BaH2 in hydrogen to 1200 K at 50 GPa leads to the formation
of a novel compound. X-ray diffraction patterns indicate that
the product adopts a highly symmetric ̅Pm n3 structure, which
was stable on decompression to 27 GPa. Our approach shows
its structure to be a type-I hydrogen clathrate with a Ba8H46
composition. Theoretical calculations reveal that the Ba8H46
hydrogen cage structure represents a Weaire−Phelan clathrate
allowing the strange allocation of 53

4
hydrogen atoms per

barium.30 This unexplored configuration is a structure type
formed by hydrogen polyhedral cages of 14 and 12 faces with
H−H distances varying between 0.86 and 1.4 Å. The
symmetric ̅Pm n3 Ba H8 46 structure is metallic, but it is
dynamically unstable. Ab initio molecular dynamics demon-
strate its mechanical stability at room temperature and beyond.
As the starting materials we use pure Ba (99%) or BaH2

(99.5%) loaded together with research grade H2 at 0.2
GPa.31,32 Independent of the staring material we observe BaH2
and H2 after loading at below 1 GPa as seen by Raman
spectroscopy and/or X-ray diffraction (Figures 1 and 2). Our
results on BaH2 agree with those previously reported; at
ambient conditions BaH2 crystallizes in the contunnite
structure (Pnma), undergoing a transition to the hexagonal
Ni2In BaH2−II (P63/mmc), between 1.6 and 2.3 GPa,34,35

adopting a metallic AlB2-type structure, BaH2−III, at 40−50
GPa.34,36 We did thorough searches to preclude contami-
nation, Figures S1−S3. In Figure 1 between 0.6 and 33 GPa,
the spectra show pure H2 and BaH2. H2 modes consist of the
low-frequency rotational modes and E2g phonon

32,33 and H−H
stretching at around 4200 cm−1.31 BaH2 features are assigned
for BaH2−I at 0.6 GPa with Ba−Ba stretching modes at 90
cm−1 and Ba−H modes between 500 and 800 cm−134−36 and
for BaH2 between 7 and 35 GPa.34−36 When pressure is
increased further, a novel phase referred to as BaHx appears.
Even though the changes in Raman spectra are quite significant
(Figure 1), the X-ray pattern remains the same (Figure 2(a)).
This will be described in a separate publication.37

BaH2 in H2 was further compressed to 45 GPa and laser
heated using a YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm), reaching
temperatures of 1200 K and leading to dramatic changes in
the observed Raman and diffraction patterns (Figures 1 and 2).
All observed peaks could be uniquely indexed to a mixture of
BaH2 and a second phase with a primitive cubic unit cell a =
6.8476(4) Å; systematic absence analysis suggested space
group ̅Pm n3 . The thermal energy provided by heating not only
drives the synthesis of a new phase but also leads to the
completion of the sluggish transition from BaH2−II to BaH2−
III. As in the case of BaHx, the amount of free hydrogen in the
sample chamber appears to be reduced (Figure 1), but more

interestingly, the novel phase does not have any detectable
Raman activity, a common feature among the metallic hydrides
described to date.10,11,27 The were 10 repeated experimental
runs, using Ba and BaH2 with H2 as precursors, and the same
structural changes were detected. The samples after laser
heating were thoroughly mapped by Raman and XRD analyses,
and no sign of presence of any other structure or hydrides
could be detected.
Structure solution of the novel phase by direct methods39

reveals two Ba sites, 2a and 6d. Two-phase Rietveld refinement
of the quenched diffraction patterns using only the Ba
positions shows excellent agreement with the data, confirming
the underlying Ba substructure (Figure 2(b, c)). The structure
of this phase differs significantly from all postulated phases for
barium polyhydrides including BaH6 (Fddd, P4/mmm, and
Imm2), BaH10 (C2c, Cm, and Cmmm), and BaH12 (Cmc21,

̅Fm m3 , and P2/m).5,27 The novel hydride has no detectable
Raman activity (Figure 1 and Figure S3). These observations
are analogous to the changes observed during the formation of
the lanthanide superhydrides10 or BaH12.

27 The low X-ray
scattering power of hydrogen precludes direct determination of
atomic positions and exact stoichiometry of this novel
compound. Examination of the unit-cell volumes with
changing pressure implies a Ba/H ratio approximating 1:6,
assuming ideal mixing of the elements (Figure 3(a)). This
experimental results are the basis for the structure determi-
nation.
We used DFT-based structure predictions, AIRSS,40,41 and

CASTEP42 to fully determine the experimentally observed

Figure 1. Raman spectra on compression of BaH2 and H2. Green
spectra are of a product formed just by compression of BaH2 in H2 at
room temperature, assigned as BaHx as the X-ray diffraction does not
allow its assignment.37 The red spectrum corresponds to Ba8H46
formed after laser heating at around 1200 K. The H2 rotons are
marked with a gray plus (+) symbol, while BaH2 excitations35 are
marked with an asterisk (*) symbol. The spectral region between
1300 and 3250 cm−1 for the first- and second-order Raman spectra of
diamond are cut for clarity, and the whole spectra can be seen in
Figure S3.
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structure, based on the approximate observed hydrogen
content and well-identified Ba positions. Initial searches were
guided by the experimental volumes on suspected BaH3/4/6
stoichiometries, complemented with alternative compositions
to determine the energy landscape. Identifying the Ba

sublattice as a clathrate showed Ba8H46 to be a competitive
composition. The stoichiometry was confirmed by performing
compatible high-symmetry searches with different hydrogen
content, with Ba8Hn (n = 41−46) and other clathrates, with
only n = 46 being competitive.
These high symmetry searches confirm the ̅Pm n3 space

group symmetry, with hydrogen occupying the 6c, 16i, and 24k
Wyckoff sites, corresponding to a stoichiometry of Ba8H46. As
shown in Figure 3(b), Ba8H46 lies on the convex hull at 50
GPa. This structure is constructed by the packing of two
distinct kinds of atomic hydrogen clathrate cages around each
Ba-atom site (Figure 2(d)), i.e., a face-centered cubic array of
BaH20 dodecahedra adjacent to BaH24 tetrakaidecahedra. This
structure is a form of the Weaire−Phelan network, a solution
to the Kelvin problem of efficient cellular packing, the lowest
energy configuration of packed bubbles of equal size.43 This
structural type has been observed in type-I clathrate structures
and alkali metal silicides which share the same A8B46
stoichiometry (e.g., Ba8Si46 and Na8Si46).

21−23,44,45 Interest-
ingly, Ba8Si46 is superconducting with a critical temperature of
4−9 K.46,47 The study of the superconducting properties is out
of the scope of this work.
Although Ba8H46 is the first recognized hydride adopting this

type-I structure, this stoichiometry was also reported as one of
a number of mixed phases in europium hydrides above 90 GPa.
However, the novelty of the structural type was not
emphasised.48 Thus, it is possible that this Weaire−Phelan
structural motif could be more ubiquitous in other systems.

Figure 2. (a) High-pressure X-ray diffraction patterns demonstrating the synthesis of Ba8H46 by laser heating mixtures of BaH2 and H2 above 45
GPa. Tick marks indicate Bragg peaks from the labeled phases. Peaks marked with asterisks are from the Au pressure marker.38 Data are shown in q
for consistency between compression and subsequent laser heating runs. (b) Representative Rietveld refinement of cubic Ba8H46 at 48 GPa (λ =
0.3344 Å). The difference between observed and calculated profiles is shown above the tick marks. wRp = 3.20% wRall,BaH2

= 11.36% and wRall,Ba H8 46

= 13.10%. (c) 2D XRD image plates before and after laser heating (λ = 0.3344 Å). (d) ̅Pm n3 Ba8H46 crystal structures, highlighting the clathrate
cages (top) and the Ba-encapsulating polyhedra (bottom). BaH20 dodecahedra and BaH24 tetrakaidecahedra are shown in blue and yellow,
respectively.

Figure 3. (a) Volume per Ba atom for various Ba−H compounds.
Open symbols correspond to the experimental results and filled
symbols to the DFT-calculated ones for Ba8H46. (b) Convex hull
construction for Ba + (1/2)(H2)n−2 phases relative to Ba and 1/2 H2,
at 50 GPa. Empty (filled) symbols denote metastable (stable)
compositions.
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The unusual 1:53
4
stoichiometry is readily understood as the

maximum possible amount of interstitial atomic hydrogen in
any Ba lattice. We assume that the Ba lattice is fixed and that
solubility is driven by the physical densification of the mixture
under pressure (the PV term in the free energy). However,
maximizing the hydrogen content packing competes with
chemical bonding, which induces a Jahn−Teller distortion on
the cubic structure. The formal definition involves partitioning
space into polyhedra with a Ba on each vertex. Each
polyhedron forms an interstitial site. Ba8H46 means that
hydrogen atoms form Voronoi polyhedra around each barium
atom, where all the polyhedra are tetrahedrons and each
contains precisely one hydrogen. These Voronoi polyhedra are
the bubbles in the Weaire−Phelan foam. For metals under
ambient conditions, small amounts of dissolved hydrogen are
always located in such interstitial sites. So, 53

4
is a special value,

representing the upper limit for the amount of hydrogen which
can be absorbed in this particular way. Compounds with higher
than 1:53

4
hydrogen content cannot have every hydrogen in its

own 3D “cage” of barium atom.
Calculated distances between hydrogens from the static

̅Pm n3 structure at 25 GPa range from 0.86 to 1.8 Å (Figure
S5(d)), becoming more homogeneous with pressure (see
Figure S5(e)). Comparing the Ba8H46 shortest H−H first-
neighbors’ distances with those of molecular H2, in the
Weaire−Phelan barium polyhydride these are elongated
between 11−15% in the pressure range between 25 and 50

GPa. LiH6, not predicted to form a clathrate-type structure but
to be metallic at 100 GPa, had H−H distances around 1.45 Å,2

while in CaH6 these were 1.24 Å at 150 GPa49 and in LaH10

around 1.19 Å at 150 GPa (see Figure S5(e)).24 Therefore,
Ba8H46 exhibits H−H distances at 50 GPa comparable with
those other polyhydrides at 150 GPa.
At the classical harmonic limit, the lowest enthalpy ̅Pm n3

Ba8H46 is not stable, undergoing symmetry-breaking dis-
tortions (Figure S6); the ̅Pm n3 structure distorts a

× ×2 2 1 supercell (equivalent c/a = 1.06) to a
tetragonal P42/mnm structure and also a 3° monoclinic
distortion to Pc (Figures S4, S6, and S7). These distortions
are not compatible with the observed X-ray diffraction pattern
which clearly fits into the ̅Pm n3 structure. Structure stability
must be strongly influenced by hydrogen fluctuations, as in
CaH6 and LaH10.

49,50

Via Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD), we
explore whether large hydrogen motion stabilizes the high
symmetry Ba8H46 ̅Pm n3 . Our 432-atom BOMD simulations
take the tetragonal Ba8H46 structure (P42/mnm) at 100 GPa as
a starting point. This was stabilized for 1 ps at 300 K in the
NVT ensemble, then changed to NPT, and allowed for cell
shape distortions. Monitoring the angles for the next 7.4 ps
showed the stability of the tetragonal candidate; the average
monoclinic distortion was ∼0.5°, which is 6 times smaller than
the static value. We then raised the temperature to 600 K to
mimic increased hydrogen mobility and dynamics.51

Figure 4. (a) Electronic density of states of the Ba8H46 ̅Pm n3 , using BOMD snapshots at 50 GPa and the time-averaged structure. (b) Evolution of
the lattice parameters of Ba8H46 along the 100 GPa simulation. The dotted black, orange, and cyan lines represent a, b, and c, respectively. The
continuous black, red, and blue lines represent the 1000-step running average of a, b, and c, respectively. Temperature is increased from 300 to 600
K at 8.4 ps. About 1 ps after the temperature increase, there is a clear transition from the initial P42/mnm structure. This is a symmetrization toward
the ̅Pm n3 structure. (c) Trajectory of barium (pink) and hydrogen (gray) atoms within the MD simulation between 10 and 13.5 ps.
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After 1 ps, the long axis collapses by 4% while the short axes
expand, and they start fluctuating at about the same values
(Figure 4(b), see Figure S8 for angles). This symmetrization is
not a consequence of melting or superionic diffusion of the
hydrogen lattice; despite the higher temperature, each
hydrogen atom remains within its tetrahedral site, its average
position being at the center and the larger fluctuations in the
mean square displacement (MSD) (Figure S9). Figure 4(c)
shows the Ba and hydrogen trajectory within the MD
calculations between 10 and 13.5 ps. The BOMD averaged
symmetry (Figure 4(b)) is fully consistent with the experi-
ment. Figure 4(a) shows the averaged electronic density of
states (DOS) at a series of random snapshots after the cubic
transition. This has been compared with the DOS of the
average structure, where the positions and lattice parameters
were averaged over the last 4 ps of the MD. The average MD
DOS is semiconducting/semimetallic, with a gap of about 0.2
eV, consistent with the observed metallic luster.
For Ba8H46, valence bond theory implies a composition of

(BaH2)8(H2)15. Since each hydrogen atom is located in its own
tetrahedral cage, formation of fully molecular hydrogen is
strongly inhibited by the putative “bond” passing through a
triangle of Ba atoms. Analysis of the species-decomposed radial
distribution function (RDF) shows that approximately 15 H−
H bonds (Figure S10) lie in the first peak with some ambiguity
because RDF does not decay to 0. However, ̅Pm n3 symmetry
cannot allocate 15 × 2 “molecular” hydrogens and 8 × 2
“hydride” ones. Inspection of movies of the trajectories
indicate a continuous rearrangement between various pairings
of the hydrogens, averaging to cubic symmetry.
It is interesting that Weaire−Phelan Ba8H46 is synthesized at

substantially lower pressures than existing superconducting
polyhydrides and can be recovered to 20−25 GPa (Figure
S11), close to the pressures where barium metal forms complex
structures.52,53 Our DFT calculations find that if the MD
pressure is reduced to 0 GPa, significant diffusion occurs and
molecular H2 and BaH2 form (Figure S12). Thus, it is unlikely
that Ba8H46 can be recovered to ambient conditions without
further chemical doping.
In summary, using Ba as a host and exploding its ability to

act as a template for type-I clathrates, we have identified the
formation of hydrogen cages H20 and H24. Ba readily interacts
with H2, leading to an unprecedented Ba8H46 at 50 GPa with
stability down to 27 GPa, a doubly unique Weaire−Phelan
structure. This is the most efficient way of hydrogen packing.
Theoretical calculations predict that the cages would hold
nonmolecular H2. The discovery of the formation of highly
symmetric hydrogen cages at relatively low pressures broadens
the hydrogen-bearing searches for potential low-pressure
fundamental research in the superconductivity field. At the
modeling level, the cubic structure is not dynamically stable
within the harmonic approximation and (classical) molecular
dynamics is required to stabilize it close to the experimentally
observed cubic phase. We expect that including quantum
effects (e.g., via path integral molecular dynamics) would
further help stabilize the cubic phase, but these calculations are
currently prohibitive. While the Ba polyhydride has strong
Jahn−Teller distortions, these are stabilized and symmetrized
by nuclear motion at room temperature. This Weaire−Phelan
structure which optimizes the metal−atomic hydrogen ratio
will be a reference that leads future experimental and
theoretical work which could be based on hydrogen packing
and clustering instead of increasing the amount of hydrogen

per metallic atom. This novel structure type opens up the
possibility of superconducting polyhydrides below megabar
pressures, a massive step toward ambient-conditions super-
conductivity.
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